Introduction
Quantifier elimination transforms a quantified formula, e.g., ∃x 1 ∀x 2 ∃x 3 ⋅⋅⋅ ∀x n ϕ, into an equivalent quantifier-free formula ψ Normal-form conversion Existential (universal) quantification is computationally trivial for disjunctive (conjunctive) normal form formulas Simply remove from the formula the literals of variables to be quantified E.g.,
Formula conversion between CNF and DNF [McMillan02] Solution enumeration Compute ψ(x) = ∃y ϕ(x,y) by enumerating all satisfiable assignments on x SAT-based image computation, e.g., [Ganai04] Yet another way? I.e., QE by functional composition
In other words,
Such f always exists
Problem formulation
For universal quantification Experiments Given a sequential circuit, we compute its transition relation with input variables being quantified out, i.e., 
